March 2012
Dear Business Owner/Taxpayer/Concerned Citizen/Animal Lover:
As you may or may not know, the Weatherford/Parker County Animal Shelter has
had some major issues since December. In order to try and right some wrongs
and create the best haven for our county’s homeless animals, some concerned,
taxpaying animal lovers have begun a campaign. This campaign began as a
group of volunteers that wanted answers to their questions concerning actions by
the W/PC animal shelter that involved mass euthanasia and animal neglect.
Recently, these same concerned citizens attended a “No-Kill Workshop” held in
Dallas, which empowered them with the knowledge that a shelter that doesn’t kill
healthy animals is obtainable and (surprisingly) at no additional, if not less, cost
to taxpayers!
So who are these citizens? They are advocates who embrace the proven
programs and policies of the No Kill Equation; working to end the killing
(euthanasia) of homeless, healthy (or treatable) adoptable shelter pets of Parker
County and Weatherford, Texas.
Weatherford/Parker County Animal Shelter (taxpayer funded) currently
euthanizes healthy (or treatable) adoptable cats & dogs, puppies & kittens for
shelter space and/or for lack of appropriate accommodations.
With No Kill policy implementation in place at our taxpayer funded animal shelter,
the numbers of lives SAVED will immediately INCREASE - and at no additional
cost to taxpayers, as early as day one.
The campaign has now grown into a “Support No Kill at Weatherford Shelter”
movement that is taking shape and gaining strength, however as it takes
strength, we need additional support.
We are asking Weatherford businesses to support this money and life saving
movement by posting our No Kill flyers at their stores and showing support on
their marquees if possible. In addition, yard signs and a viable, interactive
website are in the works to help coordinate support, however as we all know, this
must be funded, so donations are appreciated as well.
Hopefully the word will spread and more people will understand and support this
not only worthy but humane and sensible approach to help the voiceless,
homeless animals in our county.
Thank you in advance for your support and care.
nokillweatherford.webs.com/

